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Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Herodotus: A Very Short
Introduction, Jennifer Tolbert Roberts, Herodotus has come to be respected by most scholars as a
responsible and important historian. Herodotus was both a critical thinker and a lively storyteller, a
traveller who was both tourist and anthropologist. Like Homer, he set out to memorialize great
deeds in words; more narrowly, he determined to discover the causes of the wars between Greece
and Persia and to explain them to his fellow Greeks. In his hands, the Greeks' unforeseeable defeat
of the Persian kings Darius and Xerxes, with their vast hosts, made for fascinating storytelling.
Influenced by the work of the natural scientists and philosophers of his own and earlier eras,
Herodotus also brought his literary talents to bear on a vast, unruly mass of information gathered
from many interviews throughout his travels and left behind him the longest work that had ever
been written in Greek - the first work of history, and one which continues to be read with enjoyment
today. Herodotus: A Very Short Introduction introduces readers to what little is known of
Herodotus's life and goes on to discuss all aspects of his work, including...
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Complete guide! Its this sort of good read. It is rally exciting throgh studying period. I am just pleased to explain how here is the very best publication i have
go through inside my own existence and could be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Adele Rosenba um-- Adele Rosenba um

This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna  Ra th I-- Dea nna  Ra th I
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